AMY McWHIRTER
Dynamic | Engaging | Professional

Areas of Expertise

Make your next event your best
event with Amy

Trade Show Presenter, Host,
Corporate Speaker, Moderator,
Consultant and Event Emcee.

Experience

Information Technology,
Cybersecurity, HealthCare &
Medical, Manufacturing, Consumer
& Professional Electronics,
Construction, Graphics, Government
and other industries for corporations
and Fortune Global 500’s.

Amy’s engaging style
connects with audiences in
a way that generates more
qualified leads and
increased sales.
Corporate and marketing clients appreciate
Amy’s warmth, professionalism, credibility, flair
for becoming part of the team, and ability to truly
engage, empower and connect with audiences.

What You Get
1. Engaged audiences: Amy
consistently draws people in.
2. More qualified sales leads.
3. Skilled communicator:
Transforming technical concepts into
relatable conversation.
4. An expert: Audiences assume
Amy is a subject expert.

Amy’s ability to take complex technical
information and make it understandable, relatable
and conversational makes her a hit with audiences
and clients alike.
Her skills in improvisation and quick thinking
inspire confidence that any unplanned changes in
live settings will be handled with ease.

5. Polish: Projects your company,
messaging and brand with high
energy and credibility.
6. Highly Adaptive: Matches tone
and messaging to audience.
7. Partner: Custom scripting or work
from provided materials.
Phone: (312) 320-6388

Maximize the return on
your conference and trade
show investment with Amy
McWhirter.

She is a partner to your company’s team, working
closely to ensure more qualified sales leads,
successful events, audience engagement and
maximum ROI!

www.PresentingAmy.com

amy@PresentingAmy.com

What clients are saying:
"Several times a day our own employees asked me if we hired someone new because she was that
believable. If you didn’t know firsthand she was a professional speaker you would think she is visiting our
customers and talking about our technology on a daily basis."
- Renee Etiopio, Corporate Marketing Manager | INX
"Simply Amazing! That is how I would describe Amy. She is the most professional and fantastic
presenter. Her stage presence, her ability to hit the message consistently on target every time, her ability
to absorb and learn the technology, and her skills in making script change recommendations for the best
message, makes her absolutely unique. I have worked with Amy in two different companies now, and
over a number of years. I would highly highly recommend Amy, as I have yet to meet or see any other
presenter that is even close to what Amy delivers. "
- Yama Habibzai, Chief Marketing Officer | ScienceLogic
“When it comes to professional, attention-grabbing and consistent presentations for any public venue,
Amy is a must have! She has the perfect combination of energy and professionalism that instantly lends
credibility to practically any presentation. You really brought my script to life and truly spoke to the
audience.”
- Mike Guillory, Manager WW Marketing Communications | Texas Instruments
“Amy is amazing to work with. Our company has worked with Amy for several years having her present
highly technical medical equipment and software at multiple trade shows. She is a true professional. She
was able to easily adjust to our last minute changes and provided excellent suggestions to make our
presentations more impactful. Amy delivered multiple presentations numerous times during the day,
perfectly every time. I would highly recommend Amy."
- Tom Chadwick, Senior Business Marketing Manager | Elekta
"I have gotten so much positive feedback about you as the host for our live event! And I second that!
You looked so natural and relaxed! It was a pleasure to work with you again and great job! ”
- Tracy Niehaus, Marketing Manager | Honeywell Intelligrated
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